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FIXED LADDER ACCESS
Fixed ladders are considered to be permanently mounted ladders affixed to a structure. On buildings, they are an
effective way to get personnel up to rooftops or elevated platforms. Building and platform designs come in an
endless array of size, shape, heights and construction. The ladders used to access these structures must be
equally flexible in their design to make personnel access safe and secure. At Safety Rail Company, we take pride
in our ability to meet the challenging design requirements encountered in many industrial applications. From
simple to complex, Safety Rail Company can deliver the innovative designs you need.
Fixed ladders come in a variety of configurations and are generally categorized into one of three primary classes.

FIXED LADDERS

CAGED LADDERS

SHIPS LADDERS

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH

2 foot to 20 foot

7 foot to 30 foot

5 foot to 25 foot

WIDTH

24”

18”

24”

Steel - Round

Steel - Flat

Steel - Round

FINISH

Galvanized

Galvanized

Galvanized

ANSI

Yes- A14.3

Yes- A14.3

Yes- A14.3

OSHA

Yes- 1910.23

Yes- 1910.23

Yes- 1910.23

MATERIAL

OPTIONAL LADDER ACCESSORIES
STEP-OVER BARS

STEP-DOWN LADDER

SECURITY DOORS

These extended handles
assist personnel as they
step onto the roof often
over a parapet wall.

This small ladder rung extension
on the roof is perfect for parapet
walls over 12” high to help
maintain safe ingress/egress
from or to ladder platform.

These doors keep out
unwanted access to the
ladder rungs. Door is 7’
tall and is equipped for
lockout/tagout.
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PLATFORM EXTENSION

CAGE EXTENSION

This platform helps personnel
maintain sure footing as they
step onto the roof often over a
parapet wall or over a gutter
or other obstacle.

Ladders extending up from elevated
platforms often have exposure of
falling backward as the person
climbs. This cage extension attaches
to existing railing closing off hazard.
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SRC CROSSOVER LADDERS
SRC Crossover Ladders are an essential means of moving
personnel over and across barriers on rooftops and inside
industrial plants. Our crossover ladders come in a variety of
sizes and configurations custom designed to meet the precise
needs of the facility.
SRC Crossover Ladders are available in a modular bolt together
configuration or as a fully welded structure. All models are
hot-dipped galvanized finish with optional powder coated
topcoat in a variety of colors.
Send us your plans or photos of the area you need to traverse
and we will send you a model of the crossover ladder required.

Crossover ladders can take on many shapes and sizes. From
simple bridges to complex structures utilizing highly customized
attachment and access points. All SRC Crossovers can come with
a PE stamp ensuring structural integrity of the system. There is no
limit to the types of crossover structures industry requires and
almost no limit to the types of structures we can build.
Send us your plans or request our simple dimensional worksheet
to fill out. With just a few pieces of information we can get started
on your SRC Crossover ladder.
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SRC STAIRS AND PLATFORMS
At Safety Rail Company, our reputation is built on providing
high quality, turnkey safety product solutions to the most
demanding specification often with tolerances down to the
millimeter.
The projects others run from - we embrace with a can-do
attitude to give you the customer the best, safest product
solution for your application.

Need PE stamps registered in your state? Safety Rail Company can provide
engineering design certification for all 50 states.

Need installation services? We don’t just design/build, we can install your
system as well. Our install teams are certified in best safety practices and
take appropriate safety precautions when in your facility. When local
contractors or services are required we take care of all the arrangements.

FROM SIMPLE TO COMPLEX,
SAFETY RAIL COMPANY DELIVERS!

PROJECT MANAGEMENT FROM START TO FINISH
From the first phone call to the last, we make sure your project is followed through
on to the smallest detail. Everything from CAD drawings, quotes, production lead
times, shipping schedules and installation timelines are met and communicated
directly to you. Give Safety Rail Company a call. References available.
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